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Small polarons (SPs) are known to exist in most important transition metal oxides (TMOs);
however, the nature of small polaron formation remains enigmatic, and a fundamental understanding
of how SPs impact the intrinsic electronic structure and optical properties of these materials is largely
lacking. In this work, we employ first-principles calculations to investigate SP formation in Co3O4,
a highly promising material for a wide range of emerging energy applications, and we resolve the
conflicting findings that have been reported on the electronic structure of the system. We confirm
that the intrinsic band gap of Co3O4 is 1.6 eV, and we show that the formation of hole small polarons
significantly influences the optical absorption spectra, leading to a 0.8 eV transition that is often
misinterpreted as the band edge that defines the fundamental gap. In addition, we discuss how
uniaxial strain can be utilized to probe the Jahn-Teller distortion of SP states and in turn, effect
their optical transitions. Beyond Co3O4, our study suggests a general roadmap for establishing a
first-principles computational approach that can simultaneously achieve an accurate description of
SP states, electronic band structure and optical transitions of polaronic magnetic oxides.
Polarons, conduction electrons or holes with self-
induced lattice polarization, are known to exist in most
transition metal oxides (TMO) and deeply affect their
optical and carrier transport properties [1]. In these ma-
terials, much of the interest has been related to the role
of small polarons (SPs) that form when the induced lat-
tice polarization is localized in a volume on the order of
the unit cell. In particular, for many important TMOs,
including Fe2O3 [2–4], NiO [5, 6], Co3O4 [7, 8], MnO [9],
BiVO4 [10–13], CuO [14, 15], it has been found that
the formation of SPs is responsible for the low carrier
mobility and conductivity, which hinders their practical
application as electrochemical catalysts and photoelec-
trochemical (PEC) electrodes [16–20]. It is also well-
established that the transport of SPs in these TMOs can
be characterized through the thermally activated hop-
ping conduction mechanism and a logarithmic tempera-
ture dependence of the materials carrier mobility [21].
Unlike the distinct signature of SPs on the carrier con-
duction discussed above, the effect of polarons on elec-
tronic structure and optical transitions in TMOs is rather
complex and difficult to elucidate. For example, in sev-
eral TMOs, such as WO3 [22, 23], TiO2 [24–26] and
SrTiO3 [27, 28], the presence of large polarons that are
delocalized over several unit cells may lead to a strong
band gap renormalization through electron-phonon cou-
pling. By contrast, the formation of SPs may introduce
isolated gap states away from the band edges due to their
spatially localized nature, which could be easily misinter-
preted as band edges that define the fundamental band
gap. A prime example is Fe2O3, where recent time-
resolved spectroscopy experiments have shown that its
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Figure 1. Normal spinel atomic structure of Co3O4.
Octahedral Co are shown in green, tetrahedral Co are
shown in blue/light blue (distinguishing spin
polarization direction), and O are shown in red.
mid-gap states are indeed associated with optically active
polarons, which in turn lead to transition energies that
are significantly lower than the fundamental band gap
[29, 30]. This conclusion is also consistent with Lohaus
et al. [31], where the authors showed that while the band
gap of Fe2O3 is 2.2 eV, an effective gap of 1.75 eV is ob-
served due to the formation of small polarons. Nonethe-
less, distinguishing mid-gap states due to SP formation
from other sources such as defect-bound states [32–34]
and surface states [35] is still not well understood in lit-
erature. Despite extensive experiments on these TMOs,
theoretical studies of SP effects on electronic structure
and optical properties of TMOs are limited. More im-
portantly, challenges remain in first-principles methods
that accurately describe polarons and electronic struc-
ture of TMOs.
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2In this paper, we discuss the role of SPs (hereinafter
referred to as “polarons” for simplicity) in tricobalt
tetraoxide (Co3O4), an anti-ferromagnetic oxide with a
normal spinel structure. Despite that Co3O4 has been
extensively investigated for a wide range of technologies
[7, 8, 36–41], a fundamental understanding of the opti-
cal properties of this material remains largely lacking,
and conflicting results have been reported, e.g., for the
band gap of bulk Co3O4. For instance, a value of 1.5-
1.7 eV has been commonly reported for the optical gap of
Co3O4 [42–48]. On the other hand, several experimental
studies conclude that, despite a transition being observed
around 1.5-1.7 eV, the true band gap of Co3O4 is signifi-
cantly smaller, yielding a value of around 0.7-0.9 eV [49–
52]. This conclusion, however, is not supported by time-
resolved optical spectroscopy measurements, which sug-
gest the state at ∼0.8 eV above the valence band max-
imum is a localized polaron state [43, 44, 53]. Along
this direction, other experiments have indicated that the
intrinsic carriers in Co3O4 are hole polarons that are
characterized by a nearest-neighbor hopping conduction
mechanism; and such a signature implies that hole po-
larons may affect the optical properties of Co3O4 in a
similar way as in Fe2O3 [42, 45, 48, 54–58]. Collectively,
the existing results indicate that much is left to be un-
derstood regarding the nature of the optical transitions
near the band edge of Co3O4, and how it is related to
polaron formation.
The aim of this work is to resolve the conflicting re-
sults in the literature on Co3O4, and provide a coher-
ent description of its electronic structure, carrier con-
duction, and optical properties through first-principles
calculations. In particular, we discuss the level of theory
needed for a proper description of the electronic struc-
ture of the material. In addition, we elucidate the role of
polaron formation on the electronic band gap and opti-
cal spectra of p-doped Co3O4, and we discuss how uni-
axial strain can be used to distinguish polaron related
transitions in the optical spectra. This work provides a
straightforward method for considering SP effects in the
optical absorption, alongside unambiguous SP peak as-
signment in agreement with previous experimental stud-
ies of Co3O4. Furthermore, our study distinguishes the
role of SP formation from other optical factors that are
often considered in the literature (e.g. exciton forma-
tion, thermal broadening of optical spectra and electron-
phonon renormalization of band edges). Beyond Co3O4
our study presents a roadmap for first-principles calcu-
lations in the investigation of SP effects on the optical
properties of TMOs.
We begin by discussing our computational strategy
for addressing the electronic properties of Co3O4 (spinel
structure shown in Figure 1). It is well known that
density functional theory (DFT), with conventional lo-
cal or semi-local exchange-correlation functionals, is not
sufficient to provide a proper description of polarons in
transition metal oxides and often severely underestimates
the band gap of these materials [59]. In order to miti-
Figure 2. a. Generalized Koopmans’ condition for
electron polaron (EP) and hole polaron (HP) in Co3O4.
The exact exchange α for the PBE0(α) method is
varied until the condition HOMOq = LUMOq+1 (at
fixed geometry where polaron has formed) is met. In
both cases, we find that at an exact exchange of 0.12
Koopmans’ condition is satisfied. The corresponding
pristine gap is computed to be 1.70 eV. b. Localized
and c. delocalized hole wavefunction, subject to the
value of the exact exchange. Isosurface plots use a
cutoff of 10% the maximum.
gate this issue, several approaches have been proposed,
including DFT+U with an orbital specific Hubbard U
correction, and hybrid functional that includes a frac-
tion of Hartree-Fock exchange (α), hereinafter denoted
as PBE0(α). However, these calculations are known to
highly depend on the choice of the Hartree-Fock exchange
or Hubbard U correction. For instance, a wide range be-
tween 0.8 and 2.0 eV has been reported in the literature
for the band gap of Co3O4, depending on the level of the-
ory employed [50]. In this context, it is also necessary to
emphasize that, despite significant development has been
made, establishing a first-principles approach that allows
for an accurate prediction of the electronic properties of
TMOs remains a significant challenge [60].
Here, we implement both hybrid functional and
DFT+U calculations to provide an unbiased description
of the electronic properties of Co3O4. Notably, in varia-
tion with previous hybrid functional calculations, we in-
voked the generalized Koopmans’ condition to determine
the value of α from first-principles. We stress that this
strategy has been shown to successfully predict the band
gap of materials with band gaps up to 14 eV and has
been particularly successful for polaronic systems [61–
64]. Specifically, the generalized Koopmans’ condition
enforces the condition IPq = EAq+1 at a fixed geometry
for an isolated state in the materials, where IPq is the ion-
ization potential of an occupied state at the charge state
3Figure 3. a. Projected density of states (PDOS) of
Co(O) on t2g and eg orbitals. Schematic representation
of the electronic configuration of b. octahedral Co3+
and c. tetrahedral Co2+ in Co3O4 due to a crystal field
splitting (∆oct and ∆tet, respectively). d. PDOS of
Co(T) on t2 and e orbitals. All the PDOS was
computed with DFT+U .
q, whereas EAq+1 is the electron affinity of the same state
when it is unoccupied at the charge state q + 1. Here,
we determine the value of α by enforcing the condition
IPq = EAq+1 for both the hole and electron polaron (see
Figure S1 for more details of the electron polaron), and
we obtained a value of 0.12 for the Hartree-Fock exchange
α in both cases, as shown in Figure 2. We note that hole
polarons do not form for α below 10%, as illustrated in
Figure 2b-c). The value of α determined in this man-
ner is an intrinsic property of the bulk system, and the
choice of defect used to enforce the Koopmans condition
is proper as long as it has minimum hybridization with
the bulk Bloch states [61, 62, 65].
We then determined U parameters based on the hybrid
functional results, and the stable formation of electron
and hole polarons (see Table S1 for more details). In
particular, we find that the use of U values of UCo(O) = 4
eV and UCo(T) = 3 eV provides consistent results with
the Koopmans’ compliant hybrid functional (band gap
agrees within 0.1 eV), as well as a proper description of
the electronic properties of the system, as discussed later
in this communication. We also note that hole polarons
do not form for U values below 2.5 eV (see Figure S2).
All the calculations were then carried out using the
plane-wave code Quantum ESPRESSO [66] with norm-
conserving pseudopotentials [67]. A plane wave cutoff
of 100 Ry was used in all PBE+U calculations, while a
reduced cutoff of 50 Ry was implemented for the more
demanding hybrid functional calculations (geometry and
electronic structure are converged at 50 Ry). The cal-
culations were generally performed within the 56 atom
cubic cell with a 2 × 2 × 2 k-point mesh for integration
over the Brillouin zone. In addition, a
√
2 × √2 × 2 su-
percell with 224 atoms was utilized for comparison, par-
ticularly to understand the finite-size effects on polaron
formation. Nevertheless, we find that the wavefunction
character, energy level splitting, and band structure look
largely unchanged between the 56 atom cubic cell and
the 224 atom supercell (see Figure S3 for further de-
tails). In all calculations with electron or hole polarons,
the charged cell correction scheme as developed in Ref. 68
was employed, which is necessary in order to remove the
spurious interactions of the polarons with their periodic
images and with the uniform compensating background
charge [69]. For the rest of the manuscript, unless other-
wise noted, the results presented here were obtained at
the DFT+U level of theory that is computationally less
demanding compared to hybrid functional calculations.
To set a baseline for the discussion of polaron effects
in Co3O4, we briefly summarize the electronic structure
of the pristine system. As shown in Figure 1, Co3O4 as-
sembles in a normal spinel structure, where two thirds
of Co occupy octahedral sites (denoted by Co(O)) and
the remaining third occupy tetrahedral sites (denoted
by Co(T)). We find that Co(O) exhibits a low-spin 3d6
orbital configuration with the Oh symmetry, leading to
filled t2g and empty eg bands, as shown in the calculated
projected density of states (PDOS) and band diagram
presented in Figure 3 a-b. On the other hand, Co(T) with
the Td symmetry forms a high-spin 3d
7 configuration
with a half-filled eg band, yielding an overall magnetic
moment of ∼3.2 µB as already reported in experiments
[70]. These Co(T) sites experience an anti-ferromagnetic
interaction mediated through a super-exchange of mutu-
ally bonded oxygen; in addition, the presence of a large
Hund’s spin exchange results in a splitting of the t2 band.
This is shown in Figure 3 c-d, where we find that the t2
minority spin states are formed at a higher energy level,
whereas all majority spin states occur at lower and sim-
ilar energies [47, 71] (also see Figure S4 for further de-
tails). Overall, the behavior of the spin states and band
splitting presented here are consistent with results re-
ported in existing theoretical studies [71, 72].
Next, we discuss the nature of polaron formation in
Co3O4. Our calculations show that, among the Co(O)
and Co(T) sites where hole polarons can form, the to-
tal energy of a hole polaron forming at Co(O) is lower
than that of Co(T) by at least 70 meV. A more stable
formation of the polaron on Co(O) is also reflected in the
calculated density of states of Co3O4 where a larger con-
tribution of Co(O) d states is found at the valence band
edge compared to the Co(T) d states (see Figure S4). Fi-
nally, our conclusion is consistent with the experimental
study reported by Ngamou et al. [54], where the authors
show that the hopping of polarons takes place in the octa-
hedral sites and are responsible for driving the electrical
transport in the oxide. Collectively, these results indicate
that the computational approach employed here provides
a proper description of polaron formation in Co3O4.
Beyond the findings on the thermodynamical stabil-
ity of hole polaron formation in Co3O4, our calculations
show that the hole polaron at Co(O) leads to several mid-
gap states. As shown in Figure 4, we find that upon the
hole polaron formation, Jahn-Teller (JT) distortion oc-
4Figure 4. a. Pristine band structure of Co3O4 with a 224 atom supercell (primitive cell band structure shown in SI
Figure S5). b. Hole polarons create a low-spin (LS) d5 configuration at Co(O) along with a Jahn-Teller (JT)
distortion which results in a D4h configuration and the creation of several mid-gap states. c-e. Wavefunction
isosurface plots (yellow cloud) of the three polaron induced states under hole formation of a1(↑)(dx2−y2), b1(↑)(dz2),
and b2(↓)(dxy) character, respectively. Isosurface plots use a cutoff value of 10% the maximum. f. Band structure of
Co3O4 with a hole polaron which shows several induced gap states (blue = spin up, black = spin down).
curs at the Co(O) site due to an uneven occupation of
the t2g band, and splits the degeneracy of the Oh states.
In addition, the uneven occupation of up/down states
splits the spin degeneracy due to the on-site Coulomb
repulsion of the d orbitals. Specifically, we find that
the majority spin states (e.g. b2(↑), a1(↑), b1(↑)) are lo-
cated at a lower energy, whereas the minority spin states
(e.g. b2(↓), a1(↓), b1(↓)) are pushed higher in the energy.
Such splitting and ordering is consistent with the previ-
ous time-resolved spectroscopy measurements of Co(O)
[46, 72]. In addition, these mid-gap states are consis-
tent with the experiment reported in Ref. 43, where it
was found that mid-gap excitations are associated with
a1(↑) and b1(↑) states of Co(O). As a result, our analyses
point to significant effects of hole polarons on the elec-
tronic structure of Co3O4, most notably in the formation
of mid-gap states in a similar way as found in Fe2O3.
We now turn to a more quantitative discussion of po-
laron effects on the electronic structure of Co3O4. In
particular, we obtain a band gap of 1.6 eV and 1.7 eV
with the current choice of U and α (respectively), which
is in excellent agreement with the value of 1.5-1.7 eV
reported in Refs. 42–48. However, this is significantly
larger than the result of 0.7-0.9 eV claimed by other ex-
periments. [49–52] We note that exciton binding energies
are usually less than 150 meV in many TMOs [23, 73, 74],
and we show later that the calculated optical spectra, by
including excitonic effects, cannot explain the low energy
transition at 0.7-0.9 eV. Interestingly, as shown in Fig-
ure 4b, at the current level of theory, we find that the
mid-gap states are located at 0.8 eV away from the va-
lence band maximum, and are associated with the hole
polaron formation. This observation suggests that a sce-
nario similar to the one observed for Fe2O3 may also
occur in Co3O4, i.e., the true gap of Co3O4 is ∼1.6 eV,
and the mid-gap states are responsible for the transitions
found at ∼0.8 eV in the experimental optical absorption
spectra [49–52]. In order to verify our hypothesis and to
further elucidate the role of polaron formation, we calcu-
lated the optical absorption spectra of Co3O4 with and
without a hole polaron, and we compared the results with
available experimental data. Absorption spectrum with
a hole polaron was computed with a 56-atom supercell
[75], which better represents experimental hole concen-
trations of p-type Co3O4 [42, 44] due to abundant cation
vacancies [55, 76].
Therefore, we computed the imaginary part of the
dielectric function in the random phase approximation
(RPA) with local field effects (as shown in Figure 5) and
solving the Bethe-Salpeter equation that includes exci-
tonic effects (as shown in SI Figures S8 and S9), as imple-
mented in the YAMBO-code [77], using the single parti-
cle eigenvalues and wavefunctions derived from DFT+U .
We note that this choice of starting point considers the
balance between accuracy and computational cost, sim-
ilar to this work in Ref. 78. In addition, for a direct
comparison with experimental measurements, we calcu-
lated the absorption coefficient from the dielectric func-
tion [79].
A(ω) =
ω
c
2(ω)√
1(ω)+
√
1(ω)2+2(ω)2
2
(1)
The calculated optical absorption spectra of Co3O4 are
shown in Figure 5, together with the experimental spec-
trum. We find that the introduction of hole polarons
leads to the formation of several lower energy optical
transition peaks between 0.6 and 1.2 eV in Co3O4. More
5Figure 5. Optical absorption of Co3O4 in the pristine
system (black) and the p-doped system (blue). Notably,
only p-type doping i.e. the formation of holes, will
cause mid-gap transitions below 1.6 eV, in agreement
with experimental optical spectrum of Co3O4 shown in
green [49]. The inset image displays the mid-gap
transitions which are labeled according to the states
formed from hole polaron formation as in Figure 4.
(Theoretical spectrum is an average of spectra with
light polarized in the [100], [010], and [001] directions.)
importantly, we find that, in sharp contrast to the result
obtained for the pristine system, the spectrum computed
for Co3O4 with a hole polaron is in very good agreement
with experimental data, where three lower lying transi-
tions were also found between 0.7 and 1.1 eV [42–44, 49].
Our analysis indicates that these transitions can be asso-
ciated with those occur between the p-d hybridized dis-
persive valence states and the localized d states formed
at the hole polaron site, for which the wavefunctions are
illustrated in Figure 4 c-e. Collectively, these results
clearly support the interpretation that the true optical
gap of Co3O4 is ∼1.6 eV and that the optical transitions
observed at ∼0.8 eV are due to hole polaron formation at
Co(O) sites. We note that electron polarons do not lead
to the formation of low lying transitions (see Figure S6),
indicative of the p-doped nature of the experimental sys-
tem.
In order to rule out the possibility that the low en-
ergy transitions ∼0.8 eV are caused by large excitonic
effects [80–83], we also computed absorption spectra of
pristine Co3O4 including excitonic effects by solving the
Bethe-Salpeter Equation, as shown in SI Figure S7, S8.
More detailed discussions can be found in SI. Overall, no
extra peaks in the BSE spectra show up at the energy
range below 1 eV for pristine Co3O4 (no hole polaron
included), which confirms the excitonic effects do not ex-
plain the low energy transitions in the absence of SPs.
In addition, we note that we neglect electron-phonon
coupling and thermal expansion effects on the band edge
positions and absorption spectra at finite temperature, as
discussed in Refs. 84, 85. In the presence of temperature
effects, the absorption edge may be subject to a red-shift,
in addition to an overall broadening of the spectra, which
is the subject of our future studies. However, we expect
that these effects will not lead to an additional peak that
are well separated from the main absorption in a direct
band-gap semiconductor like Co3O4, and therefore our
conclusion on the contribution of small polarons to the
low energy optical transitions still holds.
Finally, we propose an experimentally viable method
for distinguishing optical transitions involving localized
polaron states from traditional band-band bulk state
transitions. For Co3O4, the JT distortion upon the intro-
duction of the hole polaron extends the Co-O bonds along
the C4 axis, and this distortion may occur along any of
the bond axis that aligns with the [100], [010], [001] direc-
tions of the cubic unit cell. Such a three-fold degeneracy
can be broken if uniaxial strain is applied to the system
along one of the crystal lattice directions, which in turn
may affect the optical absorption spectrum. In this re-
gard, monitoring the change in the optical spectrum of
Co3O4 in the presence of an uniaxial strain could poten-
tially provide signatures of hole polarons associated with
a specific JT distortion.
For demonstration, we considered a 1% tensile strain
applied along the [100] direction. We find that the three-
fold degeneracy in the polaron states is broken upon the
introduction of the strain; in particular, polaron forma-
tion with the JT elongation along the [100] direction is
lowered in the energy by 5 meV compared to those asso-
ciated with the [010] or [001] directions. Here, to investi-
gate the collective and individual effects of these polarons
on the absorption spectrum, we computed a thermally
averaged ensemble spectrum by using a Boltzmann prob-
ability distribution of the optical absorption obtained for
each case:
Pi =
eEi/kT∑
i e
Ei/kT
, A(ω) =
∑
i
PiAi(ω), (2)
where Ei and Ai are the energy and absorption spec-
trum of the system containing a polaron in the state i (i
denotes different JT elongation direction), respectively.
The calculated optical absorption spectrum presented
in Figure 6 clearly shows a red-shift in the first peak that
is associated with polarons. In particular, we find that at
lower temperatures where kT is on the order of 5 meV or
less, the resulting optical spectra follow that of the lowest
energy polaron associated with JT elongation along the
[100] direction. At higher temperatures, the clear red-
shift remains, although a high temperature of 300 K is
sufficient to quench the 5 meV energy difference between
polaron states. In contrast to the transition associated
with hole polarons, we find that bulk band-band tran-
sitions at higher energy (above 1.5 eV) remain mostly
6Figure 6. Optical absorption of p-doped Co3O4 under
1% uniaxial tensile strain along the [100] direction.
Temperature dependence determines the probability for
which direction the Jahn-Teller elongation will occur (as
the degeneracy is removed under strain) and results in a
red-shift of optical peaks related to the hole polaron.
unchanged upon uniaxial strain (see Figure S9). Accord-
ingly, this allows one to clearly distinguish the local po-
laron state involved in optical transitions, whose JT dis-
tortion renders them quite sensitive to strain, from that
of the band-band bulk state transitions which are insen-
sitive to strain.
To summarize, we present a detailed investigation of
the electronic structure and polaronic induced optical
transitions in Co3O4 based on first-principles calcula-
tions. We resolved several contradicting findings in the
literature related to the character of the charge carrier
and band gap of the material. In particular, we show
that the optical gap of pristine Co3O4 is 1.6 eV, whereas
the lower lying transition around ∼0.8 eV is associated
with the hole polaron, which was misinterpreted as the
band edge of the material. We also demonstrated the im-
portant effects of uniaxial strain on the optical spectra of
Co3O4, which in turn can be used to reveal the localized
character of polaron-induced electronic states.
Our study also suggests a strategy for establishing a
potential first-principles approach that can simultane-
ously achieve an accurate description of polaron states,
electronic band structure and optical properties in po-
laronic magnetic oxides. Specifically, the generalized
Koopmans’ condition can be utilized to derive the frac-
tion of exact exchange from first-principles, which in turn
can be used in hybrid functional for investigating the elec-
tronic structure of the oxide. These hybrid functionals
can also be used for benchmarking DFT-U calculations,
which offer a much lower computational cost, or to pro-
vide inputs for higher level electronic structure methods,
such as many-body perturbation theory within the GW
approximation.
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Electron Polaron
Figure S1. a. Electron polarons create a low-spin (LS) d7 configuration at Co(O) along with a Jahn-Teller (JT)
distortion which results in a D4h configuration and the creation of a few localized states, one of which is a mid-gap
state, a1(↑). b-e. Wavefunction isosurface plots (yellow cloud) of the four polaron induced states under electron
polaron formation of e(↓)(dxz and dyz), b2(↓)(dxy), and a1(↑)(dx2−y2) character, respectively. Isosurface plots use a
cutoff value of 10% the maximum. f. Band structure of Co3O4 with an electron polaron which shows induced gap
states (blue = spin up, black = spin down).
Hubbard U
UCo(O) UCo(T) Gap HP forms? EP forms?
3 2 1.03 yes no
3 3 1.38 yes no
3 4 1.70 yes no
3 5 1.53 yes no
4 2 1.33 no yes
4 3 1.57 yes yes
4 4 1.71 yes yes
4 5 1.80 yes yes
5 2 1.41 no yes
5 3 1.71 no yes
5 4 1.89 yes yes
5 5 2.01 yes yes
Table S1. A U on Co(O) must be equal to or greater than 4 eV in order to form the electron polaron (EP). For the
hole polaron (HP), the U on Co(O) can be as small as 3 eV. However, the value of U on Co(T) must be similar to or
2greater than that of Co(O). Namely if the U on Co(T) is 2 eV smaller (or less) than the U on Co(O), the hole
polaron will not form. Lastly in order for the band gap to be reasonable, we select values of U which agree with
experimental values 1.5-1.7 eV. This leaves UCo(O) = 4 eV and UCo(T) = 3− 4 eV as the only reliable choices for U ,
which also give consistent results with Koopman’s compliant hybrid functional.
Localization of Hole Polaron as a function of U
Figure S2. At Hubbard U values greater than 2.5 eV holes localize on Co(O) with a magnetic moment & 1µB .
Below U = 2 eV, holes delocalize in the system (charge is shared among the Co(O) in the cell so each have a slightly
non-zero magnetic moment). For simplicity of discussions, here we set UCo(O) = UCo(T) = UCo
.
Finite-Size Cell Convergence of Hole Polaron
Figure S3. a-c. Hole polaron induced mid-gap wavefunctions in 56 atom calculation (12.5% concentration). d-f.
Hole polaron induced mid-gap wavefunctions in a 224 atom supercell (
√
2×√2×2) calculation which shows the same
wavefunctions (3.125% concentration). g. Absorption spectrum of p-doped 224 atom supercell as compared with the
56 atom cell used in the main text. (Concentrations are defined as the percentage of holes per unit of Co3O4).
3Projected density of states of pristine Co3O4
Figure S4. a. Density of states Co3O4 along with projected density of states on atomic orbitals. b-c. Projection of
Co(O) and Co(T) d states on eg/t2g or e/t2 orbitals showing splittings due to Oh and Td symmetries (respectively).
In the case of Co(T) in c further Hund’s spin exchange results in lower energy majority spin states versus the minority
spin states. In c. the density of states is multiplied by 2 to clarify the states.
Comparison of Co(O) vs. Co(T) holes
Conflicting results have been reported in the literature for the location of charge carriers in Co3O4. In particular,
some studies mention that hole conduction occurs at tetrahedral sites [1–3], while others debate that conduction must
occur at the octahedral sites [4–7]. From our DFT+U calculations, we find that it is more likely for holes to form
at Co(O) due to the larger density of states at the valence band edge corresponding to Co(O) d compared to that of
Co(T) d, as shown in Figure S5 and Figure S4. Furthermore, we compared the total energy of hole polaron formation
at the Co(O) site versus the Co(T) and found that the total energy is always lower in the case of Co(O). For example
with UCo(O) = 4 eV and UCo(T ) = 3 eV, the total energy of the hole polaron at Co(O) is 70 meV lower than Co(T).
We stress that this result is entirely lenient in the choice of U and that we consistently see hole formation at Co(O)
is easier. For example, with UCo(O) = UCo(T ) = 5 eV, the total energy of Co(O) is lower by 280 meV than Co(T). In
a final note, we find that only hole polarons at Co(O) can reproduce optical spectra of Co3O4 as in experiment (see
Figure S6).
4DFT+U Band Structure and PDOS of Co3O4
Figure S5. a. DFT+U electronic band structure of Co3O4 (for the primitive cell) with highlighted the direct gap
at X-X of 1.6 eV. b. Density of states Co3O4 along with projected density of states on atomic orbitals. The valence
edge has major contribution from Co(O) 3d and O 2p with minor contribution of Co(T) 3d. The conduction edge has
major contribution from Co(O) 3d with minor contribution of Co(T) 3d and O 2p.
Other origins of mid-gap optical transitions
Figure S6. Optical absorption spectrum of Co3O4 with various potential sources of mid-gap state formation. Note
that only p-doped Co3O4 with hole polarons formed at Co(O) yields mid-gap transitions in agreement with experiment.
Further explanation of calculations: n-doped Co(O) = electron polaron formed on Co(O), p-doped Co(T) = hole
polaron formed on Co(T), high-spin Co(O) = one Co(O) with high-spin formed (4 unpaired d electrons), inter-spin
Co(O) = one Co(O) with intermediate-spin formed (2 unpaired d electrons), p-doped Co(O) = hole polaron formed
on Co(O).
5Absorption Spectra of Co3O4 by solving the Bethe-Salpeter Equation
Figure S7. Convergence of BSE spectra with respect to a. bands used for calculating the dielectric matrices, b.
BSE kernel and dielectric matrix block sizes, c. k-point sampling, and d. bands included in the BSE Hamiltonian.
Figure S8. Comparison of theoretically predicted absorption spectra computed at RPA (”RPA-noLF” excludes local
field effects and ”RPA” includes local field effects) and BSE levels, alongside experimentally measured spectrum [8].
Both the RPA and BSE spectra are computed with the DFT+U wavefunctions and eigenvalues as input as described
in the main text.
6We computed absorption spectra of pristine Co3O4 (without SPs) including excitonic effects by solving the Bethe-
Salpeter Equation as shown in Figure S7 and Figure S8. The absorption edge is shifted to a lower energy by 0.3 eV
compared to the one computed at the RPA level (with and without local field) as shown in Figure S8. This may indi-
cate large exciton binding energy or strong excitonic effects in Co3O4 similar to several oxides discussed in past works
[9–12]. However, this result needs to be considered with caution because it is well-known that the exciton binding en-
ergy can be strongly overestimated for transition metal oxides when lattice screening is not taken into account [13, 14].
Effect of strain on the optical spectra of p-doped Co3O4
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Figure S9. a. Imaginary part of the dielectric function and b. optical absorption under uniaxial strain of 1%
increase along the (100) direction. Temperature dependence determines the probability in occupying polaron states
which differ in JT orientation, which are non-degenerate upon uniaxial strain being applied into the system and yield
the effects in the optical response observed. Note there is no clear shift in the bulk peak positions (above 1.5 eV),
allowing for clear distinguishing of bulk vs. polaron related peaks.
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